I have 20 hours to complete! Oh boy, where do I start? Let’s walk through it TOGETHER. Together is how we roll!

So, I get it - I have to do...

✓ 1 Equity offering (any class length)
✓ 2 eLearning/Everything Google sessions (any class length)
✓ 4 hours of SafeSchools, too
✓ All the Rest is YOUR CHOICE!

   a. This home page is designed to whet your appetite! It is the gateway to all the cool stuff that has been designed for you!
   b. Realize that more PD offerings will be added as the summer unfolds.

2. Next, on the LGS site, click the UP YOUR GAME! tab (Good stuff on this tab!) 😊 Here you will find some great PD for you!
   - Look at the PD for Everyone section, scroll down to find the PD from Equity in the 2020 Resource Guide. Equity PD is found on pages 16-21.
   - Another place to find Equity and “My Choice” PD? Click on the Professional Development Learning Matrix #1 or Matrix #2. Each matrix has up to 9 hours of choice PD and 3 hours of Equity. If you complete both, you are almost at hour 20! That’s perfect! HOT DOG! We are getting there! You don’t need to select from these matrices, but they do have a lot to offer - Check them out.
   - **Wait, I need e-Learning hours?!** Yep, you do. The Professional Development Learning Matrix #1 and Matrix #2 each have 3 hours of eLearning content. Look at Everything Google and Beyond on the home page of LGS for all that counts. TONS there!
   - **BUT IT SAYS IT’S FULL! NO SEATS AVAILABLE! THIS FRUSTRATES ME!**
     We got you, MORE SESSIONS will be loaded! Keep checking back. 😊
     While you wait, complete the self-directed Professional Development Learning Matrix #1 and Matrix #2 – **18 HOURS THERE!**

Need MORE CHOICES?

- Check out the PGD website and FAMEous Wednesday Workshops